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Abstract
Every contact centre engages in some form of Call Quality Monitoring in order to im-
prove agent performance and customer satisfaction. Call centres have traditionally used 
a manual process to sort, select, and analyse a representative sample of interactions for 
evaluation purposes. Unfortunately, such a process is marked by subjectivity, which in turn 
results in a distorted picture of agent performance. To address the challenge of identifying 
and removing subjectivity, empirical research is required. In this paper, we introduce an 
evidence-based, machine learning-driven framework for the automatic detection of sub-
jective calls. We analyse a corpus of seven hours of recorded calls from a real-estate call 
centre using Deep Neural Network (DNN) for a multi-classification problem. The study 
establishes the first baseline for subjectivity detection, with an accuracy of 75%, which 
is comparable to relevant speech studies in emotional recognition and performance clas-
sification. We conclude, among other things, that in order to achieve the best performance 
evaluation, subjective calls should be removed from the evaluation process or subjective 
scores deducted from the overall results.

Keywords Subjective evaluation · Agent Performance · Customer Behaviour · Deep 
neural network · Call Centre
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1 Introduction

Effective and efficient call centre operations are key ingredients to success and a good repu-
tation. Every call centre draws a baseline that measures overall performance according to 
the ultimate call centre objectives and strategies based on quantitative and qualitative meth-
ods (Abbott, 2004; Rubingh, 2013). The quantitative method considers the first call resolu-
tion, average handling time of the call, wrap-up time, and adherence time (Reynolds, 2010). 
The qualitative method is performed by the quality team, which listens to the recorded calls 
and evaluates the delivered services (Judkins et al., 2003). The quantitative and qualitative 
methods aim to fulfil the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) widely used to measure agent 
performance and, in turn, overall call centre productivity (Reynolds, 2010).

However, objectively evaluating the call centre agents’ performance is difficult. The 
quantitative method and relevant KPIs measure the efficiency of the agent rather than the 
quality of service, so customer satisfaction is not taken into account (Willis & Bendixen, 
2007). On the other hand, the qualitative method is dependent on the prior experience of 
the quality team, which is based on finesse standards such as communication and language 
skills. As a result, the qualitative method allows for style and individuality while also leav-
ing room for interpretation (Cleveland, 2012). There is a common stereotype in call centres 
that the job is basic and simple, which deceives management when seeking to fairly evalu-
ate agents by measuring their productivity (Bain & Taylor, 2000). The second challenge 
is that call centres are dynamic and frantic, with customer interactions and massive calls 
coming in through various communication channels (Cleveland, 2012). The manual sorting 
of recorded calls over a given period is critical, impractical, and unaffordable. The third 
challenge is the diversity of the evaluators’ perceptions, as different people can evaluate the 
same agent’s performance differently. When the baseline is overlooked, the absence of a 
unified evaluation system can have a significant and negative impact on a call centre.

From a theoretical perspective, the resource-based theory (RBT) asserts that firms can 
achieve a sustained competitive advantage by collecting and integrating rare, valuable, 
inimitable, and nonsubstitutable resources (Barney, 1991). Sirmon (2007) discussed this 
subject and stated that acquiring rare, inimitable, and nonsubstitutable resources is neces-
sary but insufficient; firms have to manage the resources efficiently to achieve competitive 
advantage. The resources portfolio structuring (tangible/intangible), bundling of equipment, 
technology, and human capital to build capabilities and leverage capabilities all contribute 
to the creation of value (Sirmon et al., 2011). Value creation in operations management is a 
process that involves developing or implementing operational strategies, ensuring efficient 
performance and high-quality products, and increasing customer satisfaction through the 
use of a diverse range of resources and skills (Gunasekaran & Ngai, 2012). The firm main-
tains a sustained competitive advantage as long as its resources are immobile and heteroge-
neous. Heterogeneity exists when the resource mix of one organisation differs greatly from 
that of another. Immobile means that the resources cannot be moved from the organisation 
to a competitor in order for rivals to imitate the value.

The RBT proposes a relationship between resources and competitive advantage. How-
ever, it does not propose a mechanism to ensure regular and objective choices for keep-
ing the competitive edge, i.e., management perception of a valuable resource that may not 
be valuable (Bromiley & Rau, 2016; Wegge et al., 2006). Secondly, subjective evaluation 
occurs when management is unable to objectively judge or assess the resources because of 
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the ambiguity effect. Causal ambiguity (characteristic/lexical) is a critical factor causing 
subjective decisions due to the effect of uncertainty (ambiguity) (Powell et al., 2006; Mosa-
kowski, 1997) argued that ambiguity does not reside in the resources but in the people them-
selves, so that the managers perceive the performance of resources and causes differently. 
The disadvantage of RBT is that it creates ambiguity in the management’s understanding of 
the resources’ competency, which is likely to be the same as it is with competitors but with a 
difference in form and substance: (1) The difference in form is because the management has 
the advantage of full access to the process flow, documents, and reports to reveal the ambi-
guity much more than competitors. (2) The difference in substance is the management’s 
differing perspectives from rivals. For example, regardless of the actual evaluation, man-
agement assesses resources above the average for self-serving purposes, i.e., management’s 
self-interest (Powell et al., 2006). When it comes to management perceptions of rivals’ 
competencies, they are subject to self-judgement bias by ignoring competitors’ competen-
cies even when there is a significant difference (Klar & Giladi, 1999).

The previous challenges broaden the evaluation aspects by conducting a thorough analy-
sis of customer calls. As a core communication channel for the call centre business, customer 
recorded or live calls represent an important aspect of agent performance. The analysis 
should focus on the most salient aspects of the agents’ conversations that are relevant to 
performance evaluation. The customer call includes numerous temporal features such as the 
call script, appropriate responses, communication skills, and emotional control (Cleveland, 
2012). Defining the salient features of the calls and determining their relationships using 
legacy quantitative methods, such as regression, is difficult due to the exclusion of subjec-
tive factors. Assuming, for the sake of argument, that it is possible to construct a comprehen-
sive regression analysis between the performance features and relevant coefficients, there is 
still a gap in dealing with unstructured data such as text and speech, which is questionable. 
Furthermore, when using inferential instruments such as regression analysis in classifica-
tion studies as machine learning, the research paradigm is misplaced (Li & Tong, 2020). 
According to Li & Tong (2020), regression analysis is concerned with hypothesis testing 
and determining the factors’ relationships, among others. The classification problem, on the 
other hand, is dedicated to data-driven analysis by focusing on similarities and anomalies 
in their structures. It implies that the role of the machine learning paradigm is to deal with 
massive amounts of recorded calls for classification while excluding subjectivity.

Machine learning is capable of performing a variety of tasks in a sophisticated manner, 
including self-learning and adaptation for performance enhancement (Bengio et al., 2003). 
The tasks performed by machine learning either reduce human intervention for repetitive 
and daily tasks or go beyond human capabilities for large and complex data sets that cannot 
be articulated by humans (Alzubi et al., 2018). According to Alzubi et al., (2018), machine 
learning can perform a variety of complex tasks such as problem classification, anomaly 
detection, regression, clustering, and reinforcement learning. As a result, a deep learning 
classification algorithm will be used in the study to model and classify unstructured data and 
extract the subjectivity factors embedded in speech features.

Data modelling and analytics have become the core aspects of performance evaluation 
and enhancement (Akter et al., 2016). Machine learning has achieved significant contribu-
tions in operations management for performance evaluation and data modelling (Choi et al., 
2018; Wamba et al., 2017). Data-driven machine learning approaches dominate the stud-
ies concerned with innovations, especially in rapid operations like call centres, where big 
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data agglomerates (Akter et al., 2020). Furthermore, call centres have become an effective 
communication channel that provides rich data sets and creates outstanding data-driven 
informational opportunities in various industries, like telecom, banking, healthcare, and the 
public sector (Zillner et al., 2016). Much innovation and research seek to take advantage 
of the data collected in call centres, with significant contributions to performance measure-
ment (Echchakoui & Baakil, 2019; Helper, 2019a; Hudson et al., 2017; Ibrahim et al., 2019; 
Karakus & Aydin, 2016; Shire et al., 2017).

Machine learning data modelling is booming in emotional recognition (Busso et al., 
2008; Hifny and Ali, 2019), complaint analysis (Bae et al., 2005), performance applications 
(Ahmed et al. 2016; Ahmed et al., 2018; Perera et al. 2019), and quality of service (Karakus 
& Aydin, 2016; Sudarsan & Kumar, 2019). As a result, several attempts have been made to 
apply machine learning algorithms to the objective performance evaluation of call centre 
agents using data mining, predefined factors, speech recognition for transcription, word 
analysis, language modelling, and customer feedback analysis (Ahmed et al. 2016; Ahmed 
et al., 2018; Ahmed et al., 2020; Ahmed et al., 2021; Helper, 2019b; Ibrahim et al., 2019; 
Paprzycki et al., 2004; Wöllmer, 2013). Unfortunately, previous studies did not take subjec-
tive factors into account during the evaluation process, making them less useful because the 
resulting evaluations are most likely collections of individual evaluators’ subjective per-
ceptions. Avoiding subjectivity based on automated detection is essential to ensuring that 
the resulting calls can be considered fair evaluation. Furthermore, these studies focused on 
specific predefined evaluation factors, i.e., slang words out of context for text processing. 
Also, previous studies ignored contextual speech features and the vocal tract in favour of 
focusing on limited aspects such as energy, rhythm, and emotion detection. Considering 
the entire call or long speech segments to train the machine for a comprehensive view of 
the conversation rather than spotting minor factors is essential. Consequently, giving the 
machine the role of detecting eminent utterances and shedding light on significant parts of 
the call is critical for better revealing the aspects of performance and subjectivity embed-
ded in the call. As a result, the study aims to close the gap between subjective performance 
evaluation and agents’ performance in a more objective manner. It is possible to achieve this 
by detecting and eliminating the calls that most likely comprise the subjective factors and 
focusing solely on the objective calls for evaluation.

The study is built on the concept that eliminating subjective calls results in better perfor-
mance evaluation. To accurately model and classify subjective factors, data modelling using 
machine learning is required. Long-short term memory (LSTM) is used in this study to 
consider the temporal propagation of speech with the corresponding feature relations (train-
ing weights). The CNN achieved a significant improvement in speech processing, where it 
was proposed in the experiment to extract the best representation of the speech features. In 
addition, an attention layer is added in front of the CNN/LSTM combination to allow the 
machine to distinguish the most informative segments of the call that are most likely classi-
fied as subjective. All of these methods will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

This empirical study aims to automate the detection of subjective calls from a call centre. 
We seek to answer the following research questions:

 ● RQ1: What are the subjective factors embedded in the recorded calls that distort or bias 
the performance measurement of the call centre agent?
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 ● RQ2: How can data-driven modelling be used to determine the subjective factors using 
machine learning?

In line with the above research questions, the first study objective is to develop a machine 
learning model that can detect subjective calls. The second is to determine the study base-
line for the best classification accuracy of the subjective factors. Finally, the study sets out to 
investigate how the deep learning model can detect subjectivity. Furthermore, it proposes a 
graphical representation of the paralinguistic features of speech segments, which contribute 
to subjective factors not considered in data modelling. The study should be able to detect 
and eliminate the subjective segments, which is the main contribution of the research. Sub-
jectivity detection can be extended to several counter-subjective studies, including discourse 
analysis and public speech. The study concludes with several recommendations for call cen-
tre supervisors and managers regarding the deployment and use of the evaluation system. 
The study also aims to contribute to the data-driven innovations in operations management 
and competitive advantage based on resource-based theory (Sultana et al., 2021, 2022). It 
tries to close the gap in performance measurement that affects the efficiency of operations 
and leads to biased strategic decisions. Moreover, the study proposes several bias detection 
and elimination techniques that are a common problem in the age of AI (Akter et al., 2021).

The next sections cover (1) a literature review about subjective evaluation, relevant fac-
tors, and an overview of machine learning performance measurement, (2) the proposed 
machine learning framework for subjectivity classification using the attention layer and 
paralinguistic attribute analysis, and (3) discussions and conclusions.

2 Literature review

2.1 Search procedure

A systematic review is proposed in this study to review the literature on performance mea-
surement in the call centre domain. The systematic literature review is carried out in three 
stages (Tranfield et al., 2003): planning the review, conducting the review, and reporting and 
dissemination. The stages are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The next three sections are organised according to the stages, with each stage contain-
ing several phases. The first stage discusses subjective performance evaluation as well as 
relevant studies. The second stage focuses on subjective performance evaluation factors and 
their associated outcomes. The final stage identifies gaps in previous studies and explores 
the best methods for performance modelling to be used in the experiment.

2.2 Stage-1: Exploring subjective performance evaluation in call centres

Subjective evaluation is a broad study area in business that deals with different paradigms. 
Firstly, it is essential to clarify the definition of performance evaluation between human 
resources management and operations management. Performance evaluation is a significant 
part of human resource management (HRM) and centres around motivation, well-being, 
emotional labour, and performance appraisal (Flamholtz & Lacey, 1981; Hackman & Old-
ham, 1975, 1980; McKelvey & Aldrich, 1983). HRM theories try to interpret the work-
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place environment and determine the factors that reflect people’s performance (Grégoire 
& Lachance, 2015; Taylor, 1998). Operations management (OM) is concerned with per-
formance from a different perspective of productivity, efficiency, quality of service, and 
resources’ capabilities (Aksin et al., 2007; Gunasekaran & Ngai, 2012). Productivity is com-
monly understood as the ratio of outputs produced to resources consumed (Card, 2006). 
Therefore, the current study is concerned with performance measurement from an opera-
tions management (OM) perspective.

The subjective evaluation process has many drawbacks because of the evaluators’ per-
ceptions (Judkins et al., 2003). Subjective performance evaluation is limited by collusion 
(Tirole, 1986), influence costs (Milgrom, 1988), bias (Prendergast & Topel, 1993), leniency 
in rating efficiency (Kane et al., 1995) and favouritism (Breuer et al., 2013; Prendergast & 
Topel, 1996). Research has shown that subjective performance evaluation is sometimes 
biased toward recent performance, which is not comprehensive; or towards future perfor-
mance, which has not happened yet (Frederiksen et al., 2017). Because of common stereo-
typing, the evaluator’s perception has a severe and prominent effect on biasing the agent’s 
evaluation. The management, including evaluators, has a stereotype that ‘call centres are 
neither complicated nor demanding and most of the interactions are basic, simple and 
scripted’ (Wegge et al., 2006, p. 61). On the other hand, the agents perceive their job nature 
as ‘demanding and almost needing high attention through simultaneous subtasks’, such as 
listening and asking questions, operating the keyboard for data input, reading data on the 
screen, and answering the customer (Wegge et al., 2006, p. 61).

Subjective evaluation in call centres is different according to the resource type. For human 
resources, subjective evaluation is the essence of the qualitative method, which is performed 
by monitoring and evaluating the interactions between the agent and the customer according 
to the evaluator’s perception (Frederiksen et al., 2017). It is performed by listening to the 
agent’s recorded call, taping a live call or a test call, i.e., a mystery shopper (Rubingh, 2013). 
The quality team listens to the agents’ recorded calls and uses predefined evaluation forms 
(evaluation checklist) (Reynolds, 2010). It is concerned with the communication style, like 
if the agent listens carefully to the customer or if the agent’s tone of voice is clear, and with 
the agent’s knowledge and their competency in performing the task (Marr & Neely, 2004). 

Fig. 1 Stages of a systematic literature review (Tranfield et al., 2003)
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Those standards are subjective because they allow for style and individuality and provide/
require room for interpretation (Cleveland, 2012, p. 343).

The subjective evaluation is not limited to human resources (agents) but is extended to 
include the process structure (Angelovski et al., 2016), the applied technology (technolo-
gies) (Shachaf, 2008), the management perception (Powell et al., 2006), and customer feed-
back (Abbott, 2004). Management may overestimate or underestimate the technological 
capability for achieving strategic goals. For customer satisfaction, many call centres have 
fallen into the trap of believing that the call duration and the average time to answer are 
objective measures of customer satisfaction (Marr & Neely, 2004). On the contrary, those 
factors measure efficiency and financial performance rather than actual performance. It is 
obvious that most of the common practices in call centres are subjected to individual evalu-
ation, which leads to a biased evaluation process. It implies that subjective evaluation has 
a high impact on strategic decisions and may cause substantial inefficiencies, reflecting the 
competitive advantage.

A typical challenge in performance evaluation studies is that true performance is not 
observable to the researcher. Hence, it is hard to assess the gap and detect evaluation distor-
tions (Breuer et al., 2013). The subjective evaluation may underestimate the agent when 
his performance could be better. On the other hand, the agent may be overestimated in the 
evaluation because of other factors that may not be relevant to the true performance or the 
quality of service.

The literature review planning in this section has been conducted based on the three main 
strategies illustrated in Fig. 2.

The keywords are a combination of several synonyms and words used in subjective call 
centre evaluation. Table 1 lists the keywords and their corresponding search results.

The reduction criteria were applied by locating intersections between the aforementioned 
topics where the most relevant journals contribute the greatest number of keywords.

Table 2 presents relevant previous studies on subjective evaluation, the domain, and the 
paradigm.

Table 2 presents three categories of studies that are concerned with performance mea-
surement. The first category is about operations management theories like Resource-Based 
Theory (RBT) (Bromiley & Rau, 2016; Hitt et al., 2016; Ketokivi, 2016) and the subjective 
factors that reside therein due to, i.e., causal ambiguity (Brito & Sauan, 2016; Powell et al., 
2006). The second category is about the studies of performance measurement in call centres 
and its influence on workers’ performance and well-being (Ahmed et al., 2018; Deery et 

Fig. 2 The Literature Review Strategies
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al., 2002; Wegge et al., 2006). The third category discusses subjective performance evalu-
ation and related factors in different perspectives (Breuer et al., 2013; Frederiksen et al., 
2017). The previous studies formulate the cornerstone of subjectivity performance evalua-
tion, especially in call centres. Accordingly, the problem statement can be formulated under 
the following aspects; firstly, it is essential to determine the factors that impact the subjec-
tive performance evaluation in call centres. Secondly, eliminating subjective factors from 
the performance evaluation may lead to a better performance evaluation in the call centres. 
Thirdly, extracting the subjective factors from the call may lead to automating the subjective 
detection to better evaluate the agents’ performance.

2.3 Stage-2: Conducting the review for the subjective factors

Referring to Stanton’s categorisation of performance monitoring, he mentioned three types 
of monitoring: the source (i.e., supervisory, peer, or self-monitoring), the frequency of mon-
itoring, and the target of monitoring (Stanton, 2000). The source and frequency of moni-
toring are relevant to management perception. The target of monitoring is concerned with 
three types of evaluations: the task itself, the context, and the situations behind the task 
(Sonnentag & Frese, 2003). The job-specific proficiency factor can be considered objective 
because the agent’s answers can be “yes” or “no” or itemised. The evaluator gives a score 
for each item fulfilled out of the required items. For example, when the customer asks about 
the balance in a bank checking account, assuming the answer is a set of five main items 
(verifying caller identity, mentioning the account currency, the date of final balance update, 
pending transactions, and the amount). When the agent misses one of the answer items, the 
score is deducted by one point. The second type of task performance is non-job-specific task 
proficiency, which includes written and oral communication proficiency (Campbell, 1990). 
The non-job-specific task proficiency is irrelevant to the call centre’s technical core. The 
technical core is related to the cognitive ability of the agent to grasp knowledge and per-
form the task correctly (Sonnentag & Frese, 2003). A non-specific-job task is an individual 
skill, such as communication, oral, or listening skills. Non-specific-job proficiency creates 
room for individual evaluation because behaviour and attitude cannot be standardised like 
technical tasks (Deery et al., 2002). For example, listening skills are those parts of com-
munication skills concerned with conversation switching points (Wooffitt, 2005). The agent 
knows when he/she can start talking without interruption to the customer. As the agent can 
be trained to respect and carefully handle the conversation, repeated interruptions by the 
customer may confuse the evaluator, who might consider it a sign of a lack of listening 

# Keywords The Initial 
Search Re-
sults Count 
(papers)

1 Call centres’ agents 1900
2 Performance evaluation 1200
3 Subjective evaluation 350
4 Resource-based theory (or ‘resource-

based view’)
220

5 Productivity measurement 2000+
6 Management perception 320

Table 1 Keywords and search 
results
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skills. All the aforementioned skills are equivocal and evaluated according to antecedent 
experience and perceptions.

Table 2 Relevant subjective evaluation studies
# The Study Domain Paradigm Reference
1 The effect of subjective evaluation on 

the employee’s career.
Economic 
Behaviour & 
Organisations 
– Economic 
Reviews

HRM (Frederiksen et al., 
2017)

2 The study discusses how bias or dis-
crimination affects how agents are paid 
and how their performance is measured.

(MacLeod, 2003), 
(MacLeod & Tan, 
2016)

3 The social ties between the hiring man-
agers and the employees.

(Angelovski et al., 
2016)

4 The study is about the bias in paying 
employees’ compensation.

(Prendergast & 
Topel, 1993)

5 The social ties between managers and 
employees in the workplace.

Management 
Science

(Breuer et al., 2013)

6 The subjective evaluation of organisa-
tional performance and its reflection on 
marketing orientation.

Marketing 
management

(González-Benito 
& González-Benito, 
2005)

7 The effect of performance evaluation 
on people’s performance and work 
experience.

Human 
Resources

(Deery & Kinnie, 
2002)

8 People’s motivation and well-being in 
call centres. Other studies are focusing 
on emotional exhaustion and the reflec-
tion on performance and evaluation, as 
well.

HRM (Wegge et al., 2006);
(Taylor et al., 2002)
(Bain & Taylor, 
2000)
(Taylor & Bain, 
1999)
(Taylor, 1998)
(Grebner et al., 2003)

9 The studies are trying to determine 
performance through language features 
and machine processing.

IS (Friginal, 2013); 
(Ahmed et al., 2018);
(Carmel, 2005);
(Anton et al., 1999)
(Ahmed et al., 2020; 
Ahmed et al., 2021)

10 The study examined service providers’ 
behavioural discretion regarding the 
length of service time and the variables 
that affect their discretion over 225 call 
centre employees.

Operations 
Management

(Gil et al., 2015)

11 The management system architecture 
and reliability in call centres.

(Andrade et al., 
2018)

12 Examining the usefulness of RBV/RBT. Operations 
management

(Ketokivi, 2016)

13 The level of management practices and 
their relationship with the three signifi-
cant dimensions of firms’ performance 
(profitability, growth, and productivity).

General 
Business

(Brito & Sauan, 
2016)

14 The effect of subjective evaluation and 
causal ambiguity on performance.

Operations 
Management

(Powell et al., 2006)

15 The RBT in operations management. Operations 
Management

(Hitt et al., 2016), 
(Bromiley & Rau, 
2016)
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The second factor is the customer’s behaviour during the call or series of calls. Manage-
ment may perceive a call as successful when an angry customer becomes calm or funny, and 
vice versa. Controlling customer behaviour is an outstanding effort by the agent. Neverthe-
less, considering it as an evaluation factor is unadvisable because the causes are not tightly 
relevant to agent performance. Even in cases of ‘phone rage’ (Deery et al., 2002), it should 
ultimately be considered a subjective case to be excluded from the evaluation.

Wilson (2009) discusses handling anger over the phone and suggests four steps to treat-
ing an angry customer. The steps are: (1) listening, (2) asking appropriate questions, (3) 
proposing a solution, and (4) checking agreement with the customer. When offering a solu-
tion, the anger may soften or erupt again due to the proposed solution: ‘The problem is that 
[agents] are not the person delivering the solution nor have they the responsibility of system 
design’ (Wilson, 2009: 144). The customer behaviour fallacy proposes that the evaluator 
links customer behaviour to agent performance. For instance, when the caller’s behaviour 
changes from being angry to being calm, the evaluator assumes that the agent has delivered 
excellent service and vice versa. Sometimes, the call is adequately performed with smooth 
and calm communication between the customer and the agent. However, the customer is 
left anxious, disappointed, or unhappy as a result rather than the manner of communication 
itself (Rychalski & Palmer, 2017).

Many studies highlighted subjective factors like favouritism (Breuer et al., 2013), ste-
reotyping (Angelovski et al., 2016; Breuer et al., 2013; Stangor & Walinga, 2010; Taylor 
et al., 2002), self-evaluation (Suls & Wheeler, 2013), and self-serving (Bertini et al., 2019; 
Powell et al., 2006), as well as the customer’s behaviour and non-specific job tasks. Table 3 
summarises the studies discussing the subjective factors in call centres and similar domains 
like service disks. The factors contribute to subjective evaluation from agents’ evaluations, 
customer behaviours, technology effects, and management perception.

The next step is to select the factors relevant to the subjective performance detection 
that can be applied to the selected data set, the call centre recorded calls. The next section 
discusses the review results and the literature review outcomes.

2.4 Stage-3: Reporting the selected factors and the proposed modelling approach

Many research studies are still motivated to objectively evaluate call centres’ overall perfor-
mance using machine learning technology. ML modelling can be divided into generative, 
discriminative, and deep learning approaches based on the features of text, speech, or both. 
The generative approach has been developed by Ahmed et al. (2016a), who transcribed the 
recorded calls into text using a speech recognition engine, then binary classified them into 
productive/nonproductive. The productivity modelling was based on a Naïve Bayes gen-
erative model, determining the posterior probability of the text given a productivity class 
with an accuracy of 67% (Ahmed et al., 2016b). A similar study was conducted based on a 
discriminative approach (Ahmed et al., 2018), employing Logistic Regression and Linear 
Support Vector Machines (LSVM). The discriminative approach could improve text clas-
sification accuracy to 83%. Another application has been developed to automatically handle 
call centre agent performance (Perera et al., 2019a). It is built on predefined factors like 
speech rate, voice intensity level, and emotional state and uses them to evaluate the perfor-
mance of contact centre agents via a Support Vector Machine (SVM). However, the features 
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were limited to these predefined factors, which creates a need for more investigation into 
other hidden factors.

A similar study has been developed to evaluate call centre representatives (Sudarsan & 
Kumar, 2019). It uses several transcription system APIs (google, wit, sphinx) to analyse per-
formance based on emotions, banned words, greeting words, and competitors’ names. Also, 
data analytics research has been conducted on recorded calls to detect the quality of service 
delivered to the customer. This was based on the Hadoop Map Reduce framework and uti-
lised text similarity algorithms such as Cosine and n-gram (Karakus & Aydin, 2016). It also 
integrated slang word lists into the monitoring system. Previous studies relied on Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) as a modelling strategy, based on legacy machine learning 
approaches (generative/discriminative) and transcribed text, to measure agent performance. 
Speech processing studies have been conducted using Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) 
(Neumann & Vu, 2017; Hifny and Ali, 2019; Ahmed et al., 2020). DNN is required for 

Table 3 The subjective factors concluded from the performance evaluation literature and call centres
Category Factors(s) Definition References
Agents - Non-specific job 

task
- Traits

- Individual skills such as communication 
skills, oral proficiency, or listening skills.
- Altruism, conscientiousness, civic virtue, 
courtesy, and sportsmanship
- Helping co-workers and protecting the 
organisation

- (Sonnentag & 
Frese, 2003)
- (Viswesvaran & 
Ones, 2000)

Process 
Structure

- The job designs
- Contradictory 
Standards
- Intersubjectivity

- Standards formulation, orientation, script 
generation, performance [on calls], monitor-
ing, and feedback.
- The contradiction between the standards for 
an action
- Evaluator feedback for the agent’s 
performance and feedback about his/her 
evaluation.

- Frese and Zapf 
(1994: 288)
- (Wilson, 2009)
- Cleveland 2013

Customer 
Experience

- Customer 
Behaviour
- Customer 
Sovereignty

- Behaviour changes through the call
- The customer relationship with manage-
ment and power

- (Wilson, 2009; 
Rychalski & 
Palmer, 2017)
- (Frenkel, 1999)

Technology 
Development

- Channels 
Development
- Technology 
Acceptance

- The channels complexity and evaluation 
challenges (Dynamic Capability)
- Performance expectancy

- (Sirmon et al., 
2007)
- (Venkatesh et 
al., 2003; Foroudi 
et al., 2018)

Management 
Perception

- Stereotyping
- Cognitive bias
- Self-evaluation
- Self-serving
- Evaluation 
exhaustion

- Management perception toward workers
- Availability, Representativeness, Anchor-
ing Bias
- Evaluation based on the evaluator’s skills
- Evaluation based on self-interest or 
advantage
- Evaluator exhaustion

- (Breuer et al., 
2013)
- (Ehrlinger & 
Kim, 2016)
(Suls & Wheeler, 
2012, 2013)
(Bertini et al., 
2019)
(Deery et al., 
2002)

Gender 
Differences

- Gender 
differences

- The non-specific task, contextual per-
formance, job design, intersubjectivity, 
customer behaviour, channels development, 
and stereotyping

- (Belt, 2002; 
Mirchandani, 
2005; Connerley 
& Wu, 2016; 
Wang et al., 2016)
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unstructured data modelling conducting multilayer training for model parameters. Speech 
modelling replaces speech recognition and detects productivity directly from the voice fea-
tures. It requires 13 features extracted in the frequency domain to determine Mel Frequency 
Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features, which outperform the NLP/legacy approaches. Fur-
thermore, a multimodal approach has been developed to combine text and speech models 
for performance measurement (Ahmed et al., 2021). That study extended the speech fea-
tures from 13 MFCC to 65 Low-Level Descriptors (LLD) and the text from a bag of words 
to embedded words, outperforming the previous baseline with an accuracy of 93%. Table 4 
lists the statistical data modelling for performance measurement in call centres.

The drawback of the previous studies is that they did not consider subjective factors 
through the evaluation process. Hence, the resulting evaluations most likely comprise the 
evaluators’ perceptions, making them less useful. Avoiding subjectivity is critical to ensure 
that the resulting calls can be considered fair evaluations. The next section proposes the 

Table 4 The statistical data modelling for performance evaluation in call centres
SN The Study 

Approach
Features Reference

1 Statistical 
Analysis

Structured data Rychalski and A. Palmer, ‘Customer Satisfaction and Emotion in the 
Call Centre Context,’ in The Customer is NOT Always Right? 2017
D. Chicu, M. del Mar Pàmies, G. Ryan, and C. Cross, ‘Exploring 
the influence of the human factor on customer satisfaction in call 
centres,’ 2019

2 Data Mining 
approach

Data mining 
for structured 
data

M. Paprzycki, A. Abraham, R. Guo, and S. Mukkamala, ‘Data min-
ing approach for analysing call centre performance,’ 2004

3 Dis-
criminative 
approach

Unstructured 
data- speech 
processing

K. Perera, Y. Priyadarshana, K. Gunathunga, L. Ranathunga, P. 
Karunarathne, and T. J. I. J. S. R. P. Thanthriwatta, ‘Automatic 
evaluation software for contact centre agents’ voice handling perfor-
mance,’ 2019
V. Sudarsan and G. Kumar, ‘Voice call analytics using natural 
language processing,’ 2019

Unstruc-
tured Data 
– language 
processing

A. Ahmed, Y. Hifny, S. Toral, and K. Shaalan, ‘A call center agent 
productivity modelling using discriminative approaches,’ 2018

4 Deep learn-
ing and 
generative 
approach

Speech recog-
nition, n-gram

B. Karakus and G. Aydin, ‘Call centre performance evaluation using 
big data analytics,’ 2016

Generative 
approach

Unstructured 
data – genera-
tive approach-
es – language 
processing

A. Ahmed, S. Toral, and K. Shaalan, ‘Agent productivity measure-
ment in a call centre using machine learning,’ 2016
G. Mishne, D. Carmel, R. Hoory, A. Roytman, and A. Soffer, ‘Auto-
matic analysis of call-centre conversations,’ 2005
M. A. Valle, S. Varas, and G. A. J. E. S. w. A. Ruz, ‘Job performance 
prediction in a call centre using a naive Bayes classifier,’ 2012

5 Deep 
learning

Unstructured 
data – speech 
processing
Multimodal 
for text 
and speech 
processing

A Multimodal Approach to improve Performance Evaluation of Call 
Center Agent
Agent Productivity Modelling in a Call Center Domain Using At-
tentive Convolutional Neural Networks
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study framework for subjectivity detection. It discusses the experimental procedures for 
data preparation, modelling, and classification.

3 Method

We approach the problem as one of design and position it in view of Design Science 
Research Methodology (DSRM). We develop a simple artefact, an evidence-based machine 
learning-driven framework. The artefact possesses two essential characteristics: relevance 
and novelty (Geerts, 2011; Hevner et al., 2004). On the one hand, it is relevant. It solves the 
ongoing problem posed by subjectivity in the traditional Call Quality Monitoring evaluation 
process through a machine-learning framework. On the other hand, it is novel in the sense 
that although there have been previous speech processing studies using a machine-learning 
framework, they did not consider the subjective factors present in the evaluation process.

In line with the above, the design problem (see, for example, Wieringa, 2014) can be 
formulated as follows: Improve the Call Quality Monitoring evaluation process by design-
ing an evidence-based machine learning-driven framework that can automatically detect 
subjective calls in order to measure agent performance more accurately. In Table 5, we dis-
cuss the nominal sequence of activities (Peffers et al., 2008) relevant to the present study’s 
context of creating the artefact. The first column lists the DSRM activities. The second 
describes each of these activities. The third indicates the materials or resources (i.e., models, 
methods, theories, instruments, and frameworks) from and through which the activities are 
executed (Hevner et al., 2004).

Proceeding further with a description of our approach, the study aims to classify the 
recorded calls as subjective or nonsubjective. Then, the nonsubjective calls are forwarded to 
productivity models to classify them as productive or nonproductive. The proposed frame-
work is shown in Fig. 3.

Table 5 DSRM applied to the current study
DSRM activities Activity description Knowledge base
Problem identifica-
tion and motivation

Failure to evaluate agent performance correctly 
due to the existence of subjectivity in the Call 
Quality Monitoring evaluation process.

Literature review.
Understanding the shortcomings 
of the traditional manual process 
of sorting, selecting, and analys-
ing calls for evaluation purposes.
Real-world problem.

Define the objec-
tives of a solution

Design an approach that can automatically 
detect subjective calls.

Literature review.
Knowledge of existing tools.

Design and 
development

Design an evidence-based, machine learning-
driven framework for subjectivity classification 
using Deep Neural Networks.

Convolutional Neural Network, 
Long-Short Term Memory 
Network, Attention Layer

Demonstration Case study demonstration. The proposed ap-
proach is used to detect subjective calls in a 
corpus of seven hours of recorded calls from a 
real-estate call centre in Egypt.

Applying the proposed approach 
to a real-world case study.

Evaluation Comparative analysis. Understanding of the current 
solution and its advantages.

Note. The DSRM activities described here follow the arrangement that can be found in the works by 
Peffers et al. (2008), Charles et al. (2019), and Tsolas et al. (2020)
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Figure 3 illustrates the complete framework for productivity measurement. First, as illus-
trated later, the calls go through cascaded preparation stages of annotation, diarisation, and 
feature extraction. Then, data modelling is conducted for the annotated calls to classify them 
as subjective/nonsubjective. Finally, the nonsubjective calls are forwarded to productivity 
models for evaluation. The experiment focuses on subjectivity classification, for which pro-
ductivity evaluation, elaborated in (Ahmed et al., 2016b, 2018; Ahmed et al., 2020; Ahmed 
et al., 2021), has been excluded. The study proposes a DNN using cascaded Convolutional 
Neural Networks (CNNs), Long-Short Term Memory Networks (LSTMs) and an attention 
layer to determine the best accuracy for subjectivity classification. The study framework is 
illustrated in Fig. 4. The next section briefly discusses the CNN, LSTM, and attention layers.

The cascaded methods are proposed to provide the ultimate training weights to achieve 
the highest accuracy. The CNN is proposed to highlight the best prominent weights through 
several iterations, similar to feature extraction. To consider the context over a long stream 
of training weights, the DNN weights are propagated to the cascaded BLSTM. Then finally, 
the attention layer prioritises the most informative and distinguished weights in the voice 
frame over the remaining vector values. Each layer is eager to highlight the best part of the 
subjective aspects and pass them on to the classifier for the final and highest classification 
accuracy. The next sections go over each DNN layer and its mathematical representation.

3.1 Long short-term memory networks (LSTMs)

The LSTM is a type of neural network based on cell processes, where the state of the pre-
vious cell is used to produce the new state Ct, as shown in Fig. 5. The output state Ct is 
controlled by three gates, each of which serves to control the amount of information in the 
cell: the input gate determines which information to add to the current memory, the forget 
gate determines which to delete, and the output gate determines which to output from the 
current memory. When the sigmoid function ftis small and multiplied by the previous state, 
Ct−1 is eliminated and marked as a repeated state, thus making room for a newer state. A 

Fig. 4 The study framework

 

Fig. 3 The proposed framework for productivity measurement
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high value for the sigmoid function means it accumulates previous states, meaning that this 
is a newer state that has never been repeated.

The state equations at each time step t are as follows:

 it = σ (wiht−1 + Uixt) (1)

 ft = σ (wfht−1 + Ufxt) (2)

 ot = σ (woht−1 + Uoxt) (3)

 Ct = ft � Ct−1 + it � tanh (wcht−1 + Ucxt) (4)

 ht = ot � tanh (Ct)  (5)

Where itis the input gate, ft is the forget gate, ot is the output gate, Ct is the cell state and ht is the 
hidden state. �  denotes element-wise multiplication. Wi,Ui,Wf,Uf,Wo,Uo,Wc, and Uc 
are the weight matrices (parameters) of the LSTM network. A variant of LSTM known as 
bidirectional BiLSTM (Graves & Schmidhuber, 2005) allows the integration of both past 
and future information. It combines LSTMs operating in two directions: one forward and 
the other backward. Hence, each input word at time t is aware of the past and future con-
texts, which improves accuracy. The LSTM replaces RNN for temporal dependencies lon-
ger than simple RNNs and helps overcome the gradient vanishing problem, which occurs 
when the gradient becomes very small for long stretches, preventing the weights from being 
updated (Hochreiter, 1998).

3.2 Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)

CNN is a modified version of DNN for cases of a massive volume of data, i.e., image 
processing, which requires a big network, vast parameters, many resources, and a lot of 

Fig. 5 The LSTM cell
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time. The CNN structure forms the layers into processing parts, i.e., image dimension, and 
generates the corresponding parameters in terms of filters. A filter is a vector of trainable 
parameters concerned with a smaller part of the whole image, for faster and more accurate 
processing.

Data training based on CNNs is split into three stages. The first stage is feature extrac-
tion using the filters (called the kernel) multiplied with a part of the data features, i.e., voice 
frames, before summing them up to produce a more concentrated and better data definition 
than the original (Albawi et al., 2017; Teow, 2017). The second stage sees the weights pro-
duced from the extracted features propagated to the neural networks for training to deter-
mine the weights that best match the input data. This is performed by forward or backward 
propagation of the data. Forward propagation is concerned with randomly initiated weights 
multiplied by input data and passed to the activation function. Backward propagation uses 
gradient descent to determine the optimum weights (Murugan, 2017). The third stage is the 
classifier, using the sigmoid function for binary classification or the Softmax function for 
multiple classes.

3.2.1 Attention layer

The attention layer focuses on the critical parts of the hidden weights. It converts the 
sequence of frames into a context vector for the final layer (the classifier).

Figure 6 illustrates the role of the attention layer in the modelling process:

 ● The modelling layers are shown in solid grey.
 ● The attention layer is the dotted box, including the circles representing the calculation of 

the attention weights. The Softmax function calculates the attention weights and gener-
ates the context vector C .

 ● The context vector is fed into a dense layer with a tanh  activation function.
 ● The output layer is another Softmax function for the three-class classification outlined 

below in Sect. 4.2.

The context vector is the weighted average of the weights of the hidden layer and the input 
data. The Softmax function is used in the attention layer to determine the strength of frame 
occurrence for the remaining frames at time t . It is similar to the probability determination 
of a vector occurrence among the remaining vectors in a stream when the total counts are 
equal to 1. For each frame vector xt  in a sequence of inputs x1, x2, . . . , xT , given activation 
function f,the attention weight αt  is given by Eq. (6):

 
αt =

ef(xt)

∑T
j=1 ef(xj)  (6)

The context vector generated is calculated as in Eq. (7):

 
C =

T∑

t=1

αtxt  (7)
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4 Data analytics and inferences

4.1 The data

The availability and accessibility of the data set are challenges that require exposing a contact 
centre’s internal and confidential data for modelling. Hence, recorded calls were collected 
by Luminous Technologies for research purposes from a real estate call centre in Egypt. A 
VoIP call centre with a built-in call recording system was deployed between 2014 and 2015 
to collect real calls over landline phones with a sampling rate of 8 kHz. The selected random 
calls consisted of seven hours and over 30 calls (14 min per call on average), which was 
considered adequate compared to similar studies (Hifny & Ali, 2019; Ahmed et al., 2020). 
The corpus comprised six different agents, between 25–35 years old; two females and four 

Fig. 6 The attention layer 
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males. The calls were diarised previously in Ahmed et al. (2020), and the talking time was 
40% for females and 60% for males. The naming convention for the recorded calls was 
built from the metadata: Date, Time, Agent ID, Speaker ID (by the diariser), call direction 
(Inbound, Outbound). The modelling process goes through sequential stages: data prepara-
tion, data modelling, and classification, as elaborated upon in the next sections.

4.2 Stage 1: Data preparation

Data preparation is an essential process for data modelling (Richert et al., 2013). It first 
requires focusing on the targeted data to be processed. This is the raw data fed to the machine 
for processing. It usually excludes irrelevant, noisy, and corrupted content. Arranging, pre-
paring, and cleaning the data is essential to getting optimal outcomes. The machine learning 
experiment will be applied to the two study variables: non-specific-job and customer behav-
iour reflected in two classes. An additional class is required for the nonsubjective cases, 
classified as ‘nonsubjective’, for a total of three classes.

The first step, as per Fig. 4, is data annotation for the seven hours of recorded calls. The 
annotation is performed using 2–3 participants based on ‘the technical core’, which is con-
sidered ‘nonsubjective’. If the participant’s response is not part of the technical core, such as 
oral proficiency or customer frustration, it will then be considered ‘subjective’ and catego-
rised under the corresponding variable. The annotation procedure is performed on recorder 
files (calls) located in the system folder. The participant is requested to copy the file to the 
destination folder (the annotated class folder, i.e., agent-subjective). The annotation process 
is vulnerable to subjective evaluation, impacting the practical application via possible bias 
in the results. Hence, the annotation should be verified by Cohen’s Kappa (for two raters) or 
Krippendorff’s Alpha (for more than two raters).

Two raters are selected as a minimum for Cohen’s Kappa, with five and eight years of 
experience in call centres, respectively. They are full-time supervisors with experience in 
the real estate domain. First, they had an orientation session on subjectivity and how sub-
jective factors can be defined by listening to recorded calls. Then, they started rating the 
recorded calls as nonsubjective, non-specific-job tasks for the agent (subjective), or issues 
of customer behaviour (subjective). Finally, they were asked to move each audio file to a 
folder belonging to the designated class (agent folder, customer folder, and nonsubjective 
folder). The Cohen’s Kappa method is used to verify the raters’ agreement using IBM SPSS 
for data analysis.

For the nonsubjective class, rater 1 and rater 2 agreed on 580 audio files and disagreed 
on 33 files for the customer class and 37 files for the agent class. They agreed on 52 files 
for customer behaviour, 140 for agent differences and 580 for nonsubjective calls. They 
disagreed on 87 files. The Kappa agreement was α = 0.767, and the total number of files 
N = 859. The agreement between the raters should be more than 80% (α > 0.8) to consider the 
annotation valid (Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007). However, the value of α = 0.767 is deemed 
acceptable because of the small difference (less than 3.35%). A Krippendorff’s alpha can be 
calculated using the Python Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) and its library ‘Agreement’ 
for two raters or more.

The second step in data preparation is feature extraction, which is the most challenging 
part, not only in this study but in machine learning as a whole (Dave, 2013). The features 
may include word-based language models; letters, or lexicon models; or speech signals 
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for acoustic modelling. MFCC conversion is a way to convert audio signals into numbers 
(frequencies) to identify the salient features (coefficients) from the audio file and ignore 
unimportant features (noise). MFCC extraction goes through multiple stages: windowing, 
discrete Fourier transform, and extraction of the voice coefficients. The Essentia toolkit is 
used to extract 13 MFCCs (Bogdanov et al., 2013). MFCC feature extraction is performed 
by going through the audio files with a 25 millisecond (ms) window size and 10ms steps 
for each window (overlapped) (Zheng et al., 2001). Each frame is represented by 13 MFCC 
features, forwarded to the model input layer for training.

4.3 Stage 2: Modelling and data analytics

In the experiment, the deep neural network (DNN) is constructed with the following lay-
ers: the input layer, the convolutional neural network (CNN) layer, the long short-term 
memory network (LSTM) layer, the attention layer, and the output layer for classification. 
The CNN layer is required to squeeze the features and expedite the data processing. The 
second layer comprises the bidirectional LSTMs, two networks, one in each direction (for-
ward-backward), to improve the training parameters. The LSTMs can efficiently process a 
long sequence of dependencies as compared to the legacy recurrent neural network (RNN) 
(Graves & Schmidhuber, 2005). LSTMs also overcome the gradient vanishing problem, 
which occurs when the updates to the training weights are so tiny that the network is stuck 
in an endless loop or prolonged training rate (∆w) (Hochreiter, 1998). The next layer is the 
attention layer, for highlighting the most probable frames.

The neural network structure and hyper-parameters are set following the configuration 
defined in the Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture Database (IEMOCAP) (Busso 
et al., 2008), which is followed by various previous studies in emotional recognition and 
performance measurement (Hifny and Ali, 2019; Ahmed et al., 2020; Ahmed et al., 2021). 
The model summary presents the layers and the size per layer (Table 6).

Table 6 illustrates the layer type and the size of the corresponding parameters/units 
for each layer. The model is read from top to bottom, indicating the data flow sequence 
through the training process. The model starts with an input layer that should be adjusted 
to the training feature size (13 features). As mentioned in the previous section, file duration 
is unknown, so frames are taken sequentially, with overlapping between the sequences. 
The feature size is known (13 features), but the model can accept an unknown number of 
sequential frames. The frames are forwarded to the first layer of the CNN. The CNN size 
is 256 filters for processing the frames of one-dimensional CNNs, denoted by (1D-CNNs). 

Layer CNN-LSTM-Attention
Input 13
CNN-1 256
Max Pooling-1 256
CNN-2 64
Max Pooling-2 64
BiLSTM-1 128
BiLSTM-2 128
Attention 128
Dense 64
Output (Classifier) 3

Table 6 Machine Learning 
Parameters Summary
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The CNN architecture consists of 256 filters for layer 1, 64 filters for layer 2, five kernel 
sizes each, and a ReLU activation function. The CNN neuron output is the dot product 
between randomly selected weights (initial weights for the training) and part of the frame. 
ReLU is a linear activation function (max(0,x)), so the output excludes the negatives and 
continues to the next layer.

The bidirectional LSTMs (BiLSTMs) comprise 128 neurons each. A max-pooling layer 
is required to downsample the CNN’s output and reduce the dimension to match the size 
of the next layer. The dense layer is 64 units to convert the dimensions of the vectors and 
forward them to the output layer. The data modelling starts by splitting the data randomly 
into training (90%) and test (10%) sets, then determining the optimum parameters. The test 
set is smaller because it is required only for model verification. Every iteration (epoch) is 
a one-time training on a batch size of 32 files from the data set to determine the test set’s 
accuracy. The training keeps iterating until it reaches the optimum weights of the model. 
The model created is called ‘Fold’. At this point, part of the data had not been trained (test 
data), so the data was shuffled and re-split into training and test sets. This process is called 
cross-validation, to recompose the training and test sets into the corresponding folds. The 
models created are denoted by ‘Fold_Number_iterations_accuracy’.

The training is performed on a dual-processor server supported by 24 cores, with 2.1 GHz 
and 97 GB RAM. Three Nvidia cards (GPUs) have been used—TESLA k80, Quadro 
M4000, and M5000—to process the data on an Ubuntu 18.04 LTS operating system. The 
code was developed using Python 3.7, based on the Conda virtual environment, KERAS 
library 2.2, and TensorFlow backend 1.14.

4.4 Stage 3: Classification and validation

The Softmax function is used in the final layer for classification. The Softmax function uses 
Eq. (6)’s attention weights but on the class level. The output will be classified into three 
classes: nonsubjective, agent (non-specific-job tasks), and customer (customer behaviour). 
The five cross-validations have been applied and forwarded to the F1 score to verify the 
model accuracy. The annotation process may lead to an imbalanced data set when the anno-
tated class sizes are quite different. An imbalanced data set may bias the accuracy, favouring 
the largest class (Guo et al., 2008). Imbalanced data should therefore be re-adjusted with a 
bigger corpus and re-annotated. Because the experiment is limited to only seven hours, the 
F1 score is used to verify the model’s accuracy on the data set. It is based on the average 
precision and recall of the resulting label as compared to the annotated class (Wardhani et 
al., 2019).

4.5 The experiment findings

The model accuracy is calculated using the average of the accuracies of the folds gener-
ated. The accuracy of a subjective evaluation is 82.53%, so the error rate is around 17.46%. 
Table 7 states the accuracy for each fold in the experiment. The total number of folds (mod-
els) is five.

When reaching the ultimate accuracy, an early stopping configuration is used to stop 
modelling the current fold and move to the next fold. Several optimisation methods, such as 
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ADAM and SGD (Kingma & Ba, 2014), have been used. So, the iterations start at 2 itera-
tions and progress to 58.

The main concern in the previous experiment was the imbalanced data set for each class. 
The file segments for each class are as follows, out of a total of 859 files: non-subjective = 650 
files (75%), agent = 156 files (18%), and customer = 53 files (7%). The Scikit-learn Python 
library has been used to measure this imbalanced data set (Raschka, 2015). By applying the 
F1 score to each of the five models’ folds, the accuracy of the model is determined based on 
the average score over the five folds – see Tables 8 and 9.

The accuracy is less (75%) than the cross-validation accuracy (82.5%), with a difference 
of 7.48%. This is an effect of the imbalanced data set. By extending the corpus size in call 
centres, the data set may become more balanced with fewer classification errors. As there is 
no other study in the same context (subjectivity) using machine learning, the resulting accu-
racy is the baseline for subjective performance, considering the agent and customer factors. 
Nevertheless, a semi-comparison can be applied to other studies, like emotional recognition 
using speech processing and productivity measurement using text and speech classification. 
The accuracy of subjectivity modelling is comparable (75%) to that of emotional recogni-
tion (82.5%), performance measurement–speech-based (83%) and productivity measure-
ment–text-based (82.69%). Table 10 summarises the subjective classification accuracy as 
compared to other studies.

The attention layer generates the context vector of the frames computed by the input data 
and attention weights. By applying Eq. (6) to the attention weights, a graphical presenta-
tion is generated of the attention weights versus the frames for all training segments. The 
attention weights may help indicate the linguistic and paralinguistic features relevant to the 
subjective factors. The four sample graphs selected are illustrated in Fig. 7.

The attention weight graphs, plotted using the ‘Plotly’ python library, have peaks for 
specific frames, which indicate high attention for those frames. Revising the peaks over the 
calls/segments prompts the following observations:

 ● The attention weights are high for some irrelevant parts of the call, like telephone line 
noise, crowd background, silence, etc. Therefore, this part is dropped from the analysis.

 ● The attention weights are high for high tones, especially for angry customers, which 
indicates a high level of subjectivity.

 ● The attention weights are high in the cross-talk parts, indicating poor listening skills or 
an issue in handling the switching points of the conversation between the agent and the 
caller.

 ● The nonsubjective folder, the customer folder, and the agent folder have almost the 
same call content. The differences are only relevant at the tone level, which indicates 

# The Fold name Iterations Accuracy
Fold-1 Fold0-030-0.82558 30 0.82558
Fold-2 Fold1-002-0.83721 2 0.83721
Fold-3 Fold2-020-0.81977 20 0.81977
Fold-4 Fold3-053-0.84884 53 0.84884
Fold-5 Fold4-058-0.79532 58 0.79532
Total 163 Average = 0.8253

Table 7 Subjectivity models and 
corresponding accuracies
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that tone is a subjective factor in the agent and customer parts, but that the content 
remains the same.

5 Discussion

The study is inspired by the resource mix of RBT to define call centre resources that con-
tribute to subjective performance evaluation. It has been concluded that two variables (agent 
non-specific task and customer behaviour) have a direct influence on subjective perfor-
mance. Accordingly, the theoretical contribution to the RBT theory is providing a mecha-
nism to prevent causal ambiguity from influencing performance evaluation and, in turn, the 
management strategies for sustained competitive advantage (Barney, 1991, 2001; Barney et 
al., 2001). It is recommended that RBT states that “the valuable, rare, inimitable, nonsub-
stitutable resources that are objectively evaluated and positioned lead to an organisation’s 
sustained competitive advantage” or that “the sustained competitive advantage is created 
by the contribution and fair judgement of valuable, rare, inimitable, and nonsubstitutable 
resources".

The study supports Powell’s (2006) study about how management perceptions about per-
formance are influenced by the organisation’s resources (agents). Furthermore, it expands 
on Breuer’s (Breuer et al., 2013) findings about the subjective evaluation due to stereotyp-
ing and social attachment to include other external factors like customer behaviour. The 
study outcomes help mitigate common issues in call centres of the finer standards like com-
munication skills, tone, and language proficiency that allow for style and individuality and 
provide room for interpretation (Cleveland, 2012, p. 343). The study highlighted significant 
customer behaviour issues in call centres (Rychalski & Palmer, 2017; Wilson, 2009). It pro-
poses excluding those variables from the evaluation, which are known to have a long debate 
in the literature on call centres. Furthermore, the study helps measure performance with less 
subjectivity based on the conceptual model.

Machine learning is a cutting-edge technology currently being used to train models 
for specific human behaviour. Based on the theoretical model variables (factors), it could 
automatically classify subjectivity in evaluation. Subjectivity detection is not the same as 
emotion recognition, which served as a baseline for this study. The data modelling process 
is divided into three steps: data preparation, data modelling, and data classification. The 
machine requires manual annotation to train each class and create the final model. In cases 
of detected subjectivity, the data-driven model specifies the classification classes as either 
agent class or customer behaviour class. It can also combine data from various communica-
tion channels, such as evaluation forms, manager meetings, chats, emails, and social media, 
in a manner similar to recorded calls. The model can be extended to include additional anno-
tation classes for classifications based on the extraction of relevant features. It can explore 
additional information about subjectivity that the literature review may have missed. To 
study the results, the classification process can be exposed to graphical presentations or 
charts. The attention layer was used in the current study to draw attention weights to focus 
on the most informative features in the recorded calls. These subjective features, which 
were divided into linguistic and para-linguistic features, were relevant to a specific frame 
in the call. In a subjective manner, the study concluded with para-linguistic features from 
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the conceptual model, such as cross-talk, the agent’s tone, and the customer’s loudness of 
voice. To contribute more knowledge, the modelling process can be re-tested using different 
hypotheses (factors) and other statistical instruments.

The experiment proves that subjectivity can be automatically detected and classified 
under each study construct. The baseline generated is close to relevant studies in emotional 
recognition and performance classifications, which encourages further investigation in this 
area. The next recommended study for objective performance evaluation is to annotate and 
model the nonsubjective recorded call and conclude the productivity model/classifier as 
mentioned in previous studies (Ahmed et al., 2020; Ahmed et al., 2021).

Machine learning’s proposed structure is eligible to be extended for a sequence of com-
plicated events, actions, streams, or repetitive activity patterns. The application can classify 
those patterns under the level of conformity (accuracy), extending the application continuity 
for many different domains in the social sciences. Therefore, the application is not limited to 
subjectivity detection but can be extended to many other applications to assist performance 
management. Machine learning opens the door to examining human behaviour and attitudes 
in the workplace for action prediction. The application may give robust findings as long as 
the training data set is plentiful (features extraction from photos, videos, structured data, 
etc.) and the annotation is performed according to rigorous studies and hypotheses tests.

Where unsupervised learning can be applied, machine learning can be used for induction 
or abduction approaches. Similar to statistical correlation, the uncategorised data set can be 
linked to different categories. The researcher can investigate and validate the relationships 
by listing hypotheses based on the classified classes. Thousands of phone calls, for exam-

# Study Clas-
sification 
method

Type Accuracy References

1 Productivity 
Measurement

Naïve 
Bayes

Text 67.3% (Ahmed et 
al., 2016b)

2 Productivity 
Measurement

Logistic 
Regression

Text 80.76% (Ahmed et 
al., 2018)

3 Productivity 
Measurement

Linear Sup-
port Vector 
Machine 
(LSVM)

Text 82.69% (Ahmed et 
al., 2018)

4 Emotional 
Recognition

CNN-
LSTM

Speech 82.5% (Hifny and 
Ali, 2019)

5 Performance 
Measurement

LSVM Speech 83% (Perera et 
al., 2019b)

5 Subjectivity 
Modelling

CNN-
LSTM-Att

Speech 75% The Cur-
rent Study

Table 10 Relevant studies ac-
curacy comparison
 

# The Fold name Weighted scoring
Fold-1 Fold0-030-0.82558 0.716
Fold-2 Fold1-002-0.83721 0.782
Fold-3 Fold2-020-0.81977 0.741
Fold-4 Fold3-053-0.84884 0.722
Fold-5 Fold4-058-0.79532 0.794
Total Average = 0.75

Table 9 F1-Score average for the 
five folds
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ple, linked to demographic data sets, locations, regions, and seasons may help researchers 
develop hypotheses based on the resulting classes. As a result, the research’ application is 
based on more robust and justified constructs.

6 Conclusions

Data-driven subjectivity classification is an automatic technique to detect the subjectivity 
of recorded calls from call centres using machine learning. Subjectivity modelling com-
prises three main stages: data preparation, data modelling, and classification. As a part of 
data preparation, data annotation was performed based on a quantitative study to determine 

Fig. 7 Attention weight graphs (x-axis is the time in milliseconds, y-axis is the attention weights)
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the subjective factors. The model used a cascaded CNN-LSTM-attention layer for the best 
classification accuracy. The experiment was based on seven hours of recorded calls from a 
real estate call centre. The data was annotated manually and verified using Cohen’s Kappa 
method. To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous studies regarding subjectiv-
ity modelling; so, the study contributes a baseline for subjectivity with 82.5% classifica-
tion accuracy. Due to an imbalanced data set, F1 scoring was applied to determine that the 
model’s accuracy is 75%. The accuracy suggests a preliminary baseline for subjectivity, as 
there is no comparable antecedent baseline based on machine learning. However, a semi-
comparison with several speech studies in emotional recognition and performance measure-
ment is useful. The attention layer aims to focus on the highest frame probabilities resulting 
from the SoftMax function. Furthermore, the attention weights provide an outlook on the 
paralinguistic features embedded in the calls, relevant to subjective and nonsubjective per-
formance. The paralinguistics can be summarised as a high tone, indicating, as compared 
to a low tone, wakefulness and enthusiasm on the part of the agent; cross-talk, a subjective 
factor for the agent; and a loud customer voice, a subjective factor on the customer side.

The study contributes in several ways in the context of data-driven innovations. First, 
there is the mixed approach of combining the work of the human participants through the 
annotation process to achieve a more accurate classification. The raters’ agreement should 
be significant to ensure a consistent data set for modelling. Then, the initial annotation can 
be extended and automated using the K-means method for distance measurement with the 
centroids of the annotated data. Second, the study examines the theoretical variables and 
data modelling using machine learning for detection and classification. Moreover, the study 
proposes a graphical presentation that pays attention to the significant attributes of data 
‘subjectivity’.

Supervised machine learning is limited to human subjective evaluation through the anno-
tation process. This limitation is rectified by using several raters with a good reliability 
check (Krippendorff’s alpha). Feature extraction using MFCC is commonly used to detect 
the vocal tract, ignoring the contextual and prosodic information. Therefore, it is highly 
recommended to extend the speech features by considering prosodic features for better 
classification and detection. Furthermore, it is recommended for future research to include 
classifications over other channels (chat, SMS, and social media) and to combine classifica-
tion techniques (speech-text) through multimodal approaches to detect subjectivity overall 
across call centre channels. Cross-validation can be tested alongside other techniques such 
as zero-shot learning to validate classification accuracy due to an imbalanced data set where 
the test is set in the same domain but in a different context.

6.1 Study implications

The study resolves critical problems in call centre operations arising from unfair judg-
ment about agent performance. Underestimating agent performance, frivolous orientations, 
and narrow annual raises lead to emotional exhaustion, burnout, and high turnover, which 
impact the business and the quality of customer service. On the other hand, less subjective 
evaluation keeps workers confident and loyal. It helps maintain their well-being as every 
piece of work is monitored and evaluated based on a unified and robust baseline. The base-
line assists in uncovering customer complaints by considering the attention weights and 
corresponding performance attributes on the customer side. Spotting a specific part of the 
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call with the corresponding subjectivity level instantly reduces the time and effort necessary 
to identify weak points for corrective action.

Nevertheless, closely monitoring performance has several drawbacks. The panopticon 
concept is applied to agents through performance monitoring and evaluation, similar to how 
prisoners are monitored by guards. Unfortunately, this can also result in exhaustion, burn-
out, and turnover. It is highly recommended that agents participate in the evaluation process 
by sharing evaluation results with them in order to provide feedback and justify the results. 
This helps agents overcome their fears, improve their performance, and brilliantly enhance 
the ML modelling based on their experience.

Based on the resource-based theory, the study adds another chapter to the data-driven 
innovations in operations management and competitive advantage (Sultana et al., 2021, 
2022). It draws attention to the grey area of performance measurement, which leads to 
evaluation bias and misguided strategic decisions. The study proposes several techniques 
for detecting and eliminating bias, which is a common problem in the age of AI (Akter et 
al., 2021).
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